Electrocatalytic hydrogenation and oxidation of aromatic compounds studied by DEMS: Benzene and p-dihydroxybenzene at ultrathin Pd films electrodeposited on Au(hkl) surfaces.
Differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) was used to investigate the electrocatalytic hydrogenation and oxidation of benzene and p-dihydroxybenzene (hydroquinone, H(2)Q) chemisorbed on ultrathin Pd films electrodeposited at Au(332) and Au(111) surfaces. At low sub-monolayer coverages on Au(332), the Pd ad-atoms preferentially adsorb on the step sites. At higher (but still sub-monolayer) coverages, Pd also occupies terrace sites; on Au(111), only terrace sites are available. The electrochemical reactivities of the subject compounds at the Pd-decorated steps and terraces were then compared. No hydrogenation products were detected by DEMS for either benzene or H(2)Q, but a considerable degree of electrodesorption of (intact) benzene occurred near the hydrogen-evolution region (HER). Anodic oxidation of both compounds yielded only CO(2) as the volatile (DEMS-detectable) product, although it took up to three anodic cycles to attain exhaustive (complete) oxidation. The anodic oxidation of benzene was also accompanied by potential-induced desorption of (unreacted) benzene particularly in the case of the stepped surface. Electrodesorption at the HER was more facile at the terrace sites than from the step sites; the opposite was true for electrodesorption at the more positive potential. Contrary to hydrogen, which does not adsorb at such monoatomic rows, both aromatic species adsorb when the nominal Pd coverage just corresponds to step decoration.